
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

 

Scatters 

Oils 

 

 

Farmers Stories 

30 Years of 
Experience  

 
‘The Premium Essential Oils 

Company on the African 

Continent, Distributing to 

Global Communities.’ 

 

 
Scatters Oils cc  
 
Plays a vital role in development 

in the Essential Oils Industry in 

South Africa. We work from 

grassroots levels with our 

Farmers, and work hand-in-

hand to develop sustainable 

commercial supply of High 

quality Essential oils. 

 

Offering:  

 Natural Oils 

 Organic Oils 

 Aromatherapy Oils 

 Indigenous Oils 

 Novel Oils 

 100% organic certification 

BCS OKO. 

 
Direct from Farmers Platforms 
at Grass roots Level. Provide 
Agricultural advice to farmers. 

 

GC & QC Analysis 

 

Library of Information 

 
 

Contact us: 
 
 

147 Malibongwe Drive 
Strijdom Park 

Randburg 
2196 

South Africa 
  

Tel: +27 11 792 2902 
 

Sales: 
sales@scattersoils.com 

 
Exports: 

info@scattersoils.com 
 

Web: 
www.scattersoils.com 

 

With ongoing Support from Scatters Oils… 

 

Johan says that farmers in the area have a 

responsibility to become involved in the social 

upliftment of the surrounding communities, 

starting with decent wages and fringe 

benefits, a responsibility to which the 

Grahams are fully committed. 

 

The Grahams also have staff retention 

policies such as paying for the education of 

their employees’ children. The full credit for 
the success of this venture has to go to the 

vision and tenacity of the Grahams, along 

with technical and market support from 

Scatters Oils. In an environment where 

government incentives for new farming 

initiatives are still undeveloped and restricted 

to certain target groups, it is the pioneering 

spirit of small farmers like the Grahams that 

is contributing to the economic 

empowerment of Africa.  

 

Five years ago, on 740 ha of beautiful 

undeveloped land set against mountain slopes 

with a view out over the plains to the Indian 

Ocean, Johan and his wife set up a makeshift 

cabin – where they are living while they build 

a home of their own –starting from nothing.  

 

 

It was thanks to a guarantee from Scatters 

Oils that the company would buy, at a fixed 

price, any organic essential oils that he could 

produce, that Johan was able to raise funding 

to buy his farm.  
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Scatters Oils cc    

Such as advisory services and the supply of 

equipment, the Grahams have weathered a 

major setback, when a fungal infection (one of 

the risks of organic farming) wiped out their 

first Buchu crop. Replacing the Buchu with 

Tea Tree has brought success, along with a 

thriving yield of Roses and Rose Geraniums. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Grahams produce their own certified 

organic oils, using distilling equipment 

supplied by Scatters Oils. Their oil is 

delivered in bulk to Scatters oils, from where 

it is distributed to the export market. 

 

Johan Graham is a typical supplier of organic 

essential oils to Scatters Oils cc. 

On a small farm, near the Southern tip of 

Africa, Johan grows Roses, Rose Geranium 

and Tea Tree, for the essential oils market. 

 

The undeveloped Agricultural land in 

Africa…. 
Has a vast potential to bring economic 

benefits to the communities that live there. It 

is thanks to market demands for essential 

oils, and the facilitation by Scatters Oils, that 

an enterprise like the Grahams’ can be 
established, providing jobs to several workers, 

who in turn support extended families. 

 

 

The oil stills on the Graham farm are wood-

fired, relying on a plentiful supply of non-

indigenous Black Wattle trees that grow on 

the farm. Harvesting the Black Wattle trees 

for firewood fortunately complies with local 

environment measures to eradicate this 

water-hungry parasite plant from the natural 

habitat of the Western Cape. 

 

So far, with the help of only a few permanent 

assistants and occasionally bringing in a team 

of seasonal workers, the Grahams have 

planted a 10 ha of land. With the harvests 

finally bringing in income, the Grahams will 

be planting on another 20 ha over the next 

two years. 
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Chemical Name: % Composition 

Alpha Thujene 0.449 

Alpha Pinene 51.083 

Sabinene 2.893 

Beta Pinene 6.038 

Myrcene 1.607 

Para Cymene 1.032 

Limonene 5.115 

Known as ‘Mohor 
Tree’ in Somalia 

Dear Customers, 

 

Scatters Oils has been importing 

frankincense Resin from the 

horn of Africa for over 5 Years. 

 

Grown on the Northern Coastal 
Hills of Somaliland. 

 

 

Common Name:                   Frankincense Oil 

Species:                               Boswelia Carteri 

Family:                                 Burseraceae  

Method of Distillation:          Steam distillation 

Apparatus Used:                  Glass distillation 

 

 

Boswelia Carteri 

Distillation: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glass Distillation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frankincense Hydrosols 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frankincense Residue 

The Boswelia group within the 

Burseraceae Family constitutes 

some 25 species of shrubs or 

small trees found in dry tropical 

areas of N.E. Africa and India. 

[Including N.E. Tanzania and 

Madagascar] at a height of 

1000m to 1800m.  

The Boswelia Carteri tree is 

widely grown in Northern 

coastal hills of Somaliland. 

(known as the Mohor Tree in 

Somalia). 

 

The Frankincense gum is taken from pockets 

in the Boswelia trees. Little or no damage is 

done to the trees. 

 

The resin is sorted by local ladies who 

separate the light or white tears from the 

darker ones. The tears have slightly different 

grades. 

The resin is exported from Somaliland to 

South Africa in brown hessian bags. 

Once the resin arrives here at the Scatters Oils 

Factory, we begin the distillation. 

On average, the percentage of 

oil yield from the resin is about 

5%.  

 

We Offer: 

 Pure Frankincense Resin 

 Pure Steam Distilled Frankincense Oil 

 Pure Frankincense Hydrosol 

 Pure Frankincense Residue 


